Bark Cloth, the first man-made textile is believed first to be used on the
African continent, though its exact origins are lost to history. Bark Cloth
was made by peeling the inner bark off trees, and beating it until it was soft.
Fact sheet Arte brings you a wallcovering made of a fabric, dating back to the rise of
man. This ancient tradition of the Bark Cloth travelled through time from
Random, hand-sewn patchwork of natural Bark Cloth on non-woven backing (sold in panels)
generation onto generation, to finally reach its place in your home. Now
Patchwork d’écorce, cousu main de façon aléatoire, sur support intissé (vendu par panneau)
surround yourself in beauty with mankind’s heritage.
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The Bark Cloth used in this wallcovering is cultivated from Mutuba trees
(Ficus natalensis) on eco-certified farms in Uganda. For its incomparable
expression, in 2005 Bark Cloth has been declared to be a masterpiece of
intangible, cultural heritage by UNESCO.
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The portrayed colours may differ from reality.

Les color is représentés peuvent différer de la réalité.
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- a travel to the origins of mankind Bark Cloth, the first man-made textile is believed first to be used on the African continent,
though its exact origins are lost to history.
Bark Cloth was made by peeling the inner bark off trees, and beating it until it was soft.
Arte brings you a wallcovering made of a fabric, dating back to the rise of man.
This ancient tradition of the Bark Cloth travelled through time
from generation onto generation, to finally reach its place in your home.
Now surround yourself in beauty with mankind’s heritage.

Bark Cloth
Random, hand-sewn patchwork of natural Bark Cloth
on non-woven backing (sold in panels)
Patchwork d’écorce, cousu main de façon aléatoire,
sur support intissé (vendu par panneau)
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